Marine Life 2030:
A Global Integrated Marine Biodiversity Information Management and Forecasting System for Sustainable Development and Conservation

REQUEST FOR ENDORSEMENT OF DECADE ACTION: DECADE PROGRAMMES

1. Overview of Proponent and Proposed Decade Programme

* 1. Lead Institution

Marine Biodiversity Observation Network (MBON)

* 2. Lead Institution Type

National and International Program

* 3. Lead institution physical address:

NOAA/U.S. Integrated Ocean Observing System
1315 East-West Highway 2nd Floor
Silver Spring, MD 20910

* 4. Contact persons:

Gabrielle Canonico
Frank Muller-Karger

* 5. Contact details

Gabrielle Canonico
gabrielle.canonico@noaa.gov
Manager, U.S. Marine Biodiversity Observation Network (MBON)
https://marinebon.org
Co-Chair, GOOS Biology & Ecosystem Panel | https://goosocean.org/biology
U.S. Integrated Ocean Observing System
1315 East-West Highway 2nd Floor
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Frank Muller-Karger
carib@usf.edu
University of South Florida
140 7th Ave. South
St Petersburg, FL 33701
6. Partner details if relevant (for each partner please list Institution name, contact details including address & email and role of partner)

Partners listed below have demonstrated interest in engaging in the Ocean Decade Marine Life 2030 Programme. The Partners have a wide range of roles, coming from Academia (research, education, and community service), Government (coordination, sponsorship, policy design and implementation), Non-Government Organizations (coordination, sponsorship, policy design and implementation), and the Private Sector (data aggregation, product development and use, sponsorship). Specific Ocean Decade Programmes, and existing projects and initiatives, have also expressed interest in participating. They are engaged in data collection, management, education, and policy implementation. Specific roles will be defined as the Programme is organized and implemented.

Marine Life 2030 is open to additional partners and collaborators, and welcomes partners to engage in the planning, implementation, and sponsorship of actions (projects and activities).

ACADEMIC PARTNERS

University of South Florida
Contact: Frank Muller-Karger
Contact: Enrique Montes
College of Marine Science
140 7th Ave. South, St. Petersburg, FL 33701, USA
carib@usf.edu
emontesh@usf.edu

University of Porto
Contact: Isabel Sousa Pinto
Cimar – Centre for Marine and Environmental Research
Director of the Coastal Biodiversity Laboratory
Terminal de Cruzeiros do Porto de Leixões, Avenida General Norton de Matos, S/N
4450-208 Matosinhos, Portugal
isabel.sousa.pinto@gmail.com

Hokkaido University
Contact: Masahiro Nakaoka
Akkeshi Marine Station
Field Science Center for Northern Biosphere
Aikappu, Akkeshi,
Hokkaido 088-1113, JAPAN
nakaoka@fsc.hokudai.ac.jp

Memorial University of Newfoundland
Contact: Amanda Bates
Canada Research Chair in Marine Physiological Ecology
0 Marine Lab Road,
Department of Ocean Sciences
Logy Bay, NL, Canada
bates.amanda@gmail.com
Nord University
Contact: Mark Costello
Faculty of Bioscience and Aquaculture,
Nord Universitet,
Postboks 1490
8049 Bodø
Norway.
mark.j.costello@nord.no
AND
School of Environment,
University of Auckland,
Auckland, New Zealand.
m.costello@auckland.ac.nz

St. George's University
Grenada, West Indies
Contact: Cristofre Martin
Contact: Clare Morrall
Contact: Paula Spiniello
Contact: Patricia Rosa
CMartin@sgu.edu; CMorrall@sgu.edu; pspinel@sgu.edu; prosa@sgu.edu

University of the West Indies
Centre for Marine Sciences
Kingston 7, JAMAICA
Contact: Mona Webber
mona.webber@uwimona.edu.jm
cms@uwimona.edu.jm

University of the South Pacific
Contact: Dr Gilianne Brodie, Deputy Director, Institute of Applied Sciences
Faculty of Science Technology & Environment
Lower Laucala Campus, Suva, Fiji Islands
gilianne.brodie@usp.ac.fj

University of the Ryukyus
Tropical Biosphere Research Center
Japan
Contact: Tadashi Kajita
kajita@mail.ryudai.jp

University of Malaya
Institute of Ocean and Earth Sciences
Malaysia
Contact: Po Teen LIM
Contact: Chui Pin LEAW
ptlim@um.edu.my;cpleaw@um.edu.my

University of Gothenburg
Department of Marine Sciences
Box 461
SE-405 30 Göteborg  
Sweden  
Email: matthias.obst@marine.gu.se  
Contact: Matthias Obst  
Gothenburg, Sweden  
matthias.obst@marine.gu.se

Tara Oceans Consortium  
EMBL-CNRS  
Paris, France  
Contact: Chris Bowler  
cbower@biologie.ens.fr

Universiti Malaysia Terengganu  
Contact: Izwandy Idris  
Institute of Oceanography and Environment  
21030 Kuala Nerus  
Terengganu, MALAYSIA  
izwandy.idris@umt.edu.my

Universidade Federal do Espírito Santo  
Contact: Ana Carolina de Azevedo Mazzuco  
OBIS Brazil Node Data Manager  
Benthic Ecology Group, Dept. of Oceanography  
Av. Fernando Ferrari 514, Vitória, ES, 29075-910, Brazil  
ac.mazzuco@me.com

Institute of Coastal Research  
Contact: Klas Ove Möller  
Department Marine Snow & Plankton  
Helmholtz-Zentrum Geesthacht  
Max-Planck-Strasse 1  
21502 Geesthacht, Germany  
Phone: +49 (0) 4152 87-2371  
Mobile: +49 (0) 175 2367440  
klas.moeller@hzg.de

National University of Ireland Galway (NUI Galway)  
Contact: Prof. Peter Croot FRSC MRSNZ  
Established Professor of Earth and Ocean Sciences  
School of Natural Sciences and Ryan Institute  
Visiting Address: Room A207B Quadrangle Building, University Road, Galway, Ireland.  
Office Tel: +353 91 49 2194  
peter.croot@nuigalway.ie

GEOMAR Helmholtz Centre for Ocean Research Kiel  
Contact: Martin Visbeck  
Contact: Helena Hauss  
Duesternbrooker Weg 20  
24105 Kiel, Germany  
visbeck.oceandecade@gmail.com
hhauss@geomar.de

Global Seaweeds Coastal Futures
SAMS, Scottish Marine Institute, Oban, Argyll, PA37 1QA
Contact: Coordinator@GlobalSeaweeds.org

Scripps Institution of Oceanography
University of California, San Diego
Contact: Margaret Leinen
Contact: Clarissa Anderson
San Diego, CA
mleinen@ucsd.edu
clander@ucsd.edu

University of Alabama Huntsville
Contact: Maury Estes
Huntsville, Alabama, USA
maury.estes@nsstc.uah.edu

University of California Merced
Contact: Erin Hestir
California
ehestir@ucmerced.edu

Oregon State University
Contact: Maria Kavanaugh
Corvallis, Oregon
maria.kavanaugh@oregonstate.edu

University of Alaska Fairbanks
Contact: Katrin Iken
Fairbanks, Alaska
kbiken@alaska.edu

Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute
Contact: Francisco Chavez
Contact: Henry Ruhl
Monterey, California
chfr@mbari.org
hruhl@mbari.org

University of California Santa Barbara
Contact: Robert Miller
rjmiller@ucsb.edu

University of Maine
Contact: Jeffrey Runge
jeffrey.runge@maine.edu

University of Maryland Center for Environmental Science
Contact: Jackie Grebmeier
Contact: Lee Cooper
jgrebmei@umces.edu
cooper@umces.edu

Northeastern University
Contact: Brian Helmuth
b.helmuth@northeastern.edu

Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico
Instituto de Ciencias del Mar y Limnología
Ciudad Universitaria
Contact: Elva Escobar-Briones
escobri@cmarl.unam.mx

University of Miami
Contact: Neil Hammerschlag
nhammerschlag@rsmas.miami.edu

University of Washington
Contact: Jan Newton
janewton@uw.edu

Ocean Carbon & Biogeochemistry (OCB) Project Office
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Contact: Heather Benway
hbenway@whoi.edu

University of Maine
Contact: Emmanuel Boss
emmanuel.boss@maine.edu

MPI for Marine Microbiology, Celsiusstr. 1, D-28359 Bremen, Germany
Contact: Pier-Luigi Buttigieg
pbuttigi@mpi-bremen.de

Senckenberg Research Institute and Natural History Museum
Marine Zoology Department
Biodiversity Information Section
Contact: Hanieh Saeedi
hanieh.saeedi@senckenberg.de

University of Edinburgh
School of GeoSciences
Changing Oceans Research Group & iAtlantic Project Office
Contact: Murray Roberts
Murray.Roberts@ed.ac.uk & i-atlantic@ed.ac.uk

Lehigh University
Contact: Santiago Herrera, PhD
sah516@lehigh.edu
INTERNATIONAL GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION PARTNERS

UNESCO Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission
Contact: Emma Heslop - Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS) / Observation Coordination Group (OCG)
  e.heslop@unesco.org
Contact: Albert Fischer / GOOS
  A.Fischer@unesco.org
Contact: Nic Bax - Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS) / Bio-Eco Panel -
  Nic.Bax@csiro.au
Contact: Gabrielle Canonico - Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS) / Bio-Eco Panel -
  gabrielle.canonico@noaa.gov
Contact: Lavenia Ratnarajah - Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS) / Bio-Eco Panel -
  L.ratnarajah@unesco.org
Contact: Ward Appeltans - IODE/Ocean Biodiversity Information System (OBIS) & Global Ocean Observing System/Biology & Ecosystems (GOOS BioEco)
  w.appeltans@unesco.org

UN Environment Programme World Conservation Monitoring Centre (UNEP-WCMC)
Contact: Lauren Weatherdon
219 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge, CB3 0DL, UK
  Lauren.Weatherdon@unep-wcmc.org

Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF)
Contact: Tim Hirsch
Deputy Director, Head of Participation and Engagement
  thirsch@GBIF.org

GEO Blue Planet Secretariat
Contact: Emily Smail
  emily.smail@noaa.gov

NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION PARTNERS

AIR Centre – Atlantic International Research Centre
Contact: Joana Soares, PhD, Executive Director Marine Biodiversity Observation Network (MBON)
Contact: Alice Soccedato, PhD, Project Officer, Marine Biodiversity Observation Network (MBON)

TERINOV – Parque de Ciência e Tecnologia da Ilha Terceira
Canadá de Belém sn, Terra Chã
9700-702 Angra do Heroísmo
Ilha Terceira, The Azores, Portugal
  joana.soares@aircentre.org
alice.soccodato@aircentre.org

IUCN (International Union for Conservation of Nature)  
Switzerland  
Contact: Dorina Seitaj, Programme Officer, Global Marine and Polar Programme  
Contact: Minna Epps  
Contact: Janaka De Silva  
Dorina.Seitaj@iucn.org  
Minna.EPPS@iucn.org  
Janaka.DeSilva@iucn.org

Migramar  
Mexico  
Contact: Rosario Alvarez / Executive Director of Migramar  
Contact: César Peñaherrera Palma / Science Coordinator  
Contact: Alex Hearn / Board Member  
Contact: Hector Guzman / Board Member  
rosario.alvarez@migramar.org  
ahearn@usfq.edu.ec  
GuzmanH@si.edu

Ocean Data Platform  
Centre for the 4th Industrial Revolution - Ocean / C4IR Ocean.  
Contact: Linwood Pendleton, SVP, Science  
linwood.pendleton@oceandata.earth

REV Ocean  
Contact: Alex David Rogers  
Contact: Eva Ramirez-Llodra  
Contact: Kerry Howell  
alex.rogers@revocean.org  
eva.ramirez-llodra@revocean.org  
kerry.howell@plymouth.ac.uk

Schmidt Ocean Institute  
Contact: Jyotika Virmani, Executive Director  
jyotika@schmidt-ocean.org

Group on Earth Observations Biodiversity Observation Network (GEO BON)  
Contact: Andrew Gonzalez, Canada (GEO BON Chair)  
Contact: Maria Cecilia Londono, Colombia (GEO BON Co-Chair)  
andrew.gonzalez@mcgill.ca; mlondono@humboldt.org.co

CORDIO East Africa, #9 Kibaki Flats, Kenyatta Beach, Bamburi Beach, P.O.BOX 10135  
Mombasa 80101, Kenya  
Contact: David Obura  
dobura@cordioea.net

Fundacion La Salle de Ciencias Naturales de Venezuela (FLASA)  
Museo de Historia Natural La Salle  
Estacion de Investigaciones Marinas Isla Margarita (EDIMAR)
Venezuela
Contact: Ramon Varela / FLASA Caracas
Contact: Oscar Lasso / FLASA Caracas
Contact: Juan Capelo / Estacion de Investigaciones Marinas Isla Margarita (EDIMAR)
varelaallegue@hotmail.com; capelosky@gmail.com; oscar.lasso@gmail.com

PLANETA OCEANO
Peru
Contact: Kerstin Forsberg, Directora
kerstin@planetaoceano.org

Consortium for Ocean Leadership (COL)
Washington, DC
Contact: Kristen Yarincik, VP of Research and Education
kyarincik@oceanleadership.org

Ocean Networks Canada (ONC)
Canada
Contact: S. Kim Juniper, Chief Scientist
Contact: Maia Hoeberechts
maiah@uvic.ca; kjuniper@uvic.ca

Ocean Tracking Network
OBIS-OTN
Contact: Lenore Bajona
Canada
lenore.bajona@dal.ca

YogaRama
Contact: Natalie Fox, Founder
Director of Groundswell Community Project UK Chapter
Sustainability researcher
www.ecoyogasurf.com
natalievfox@icloud.com

European Marine Board ivzw
Belgium
Contact: Prof Sheila JJ Heymans, Executive Director
sheymans@marineboard.eu

Partnership for Observation of the Global Ocean (POGO)
Contact: Sophie Seeyave
Plymouth Marine Laboratory, Prospect Place, Plymouth, PL1 3DH, United Kingdom
ssve@pml.ac.uk

European Marine Biological Resource Centre (EMBRC)
Paris Headquarters
Contact: Dr. Nicolas PADE, Executive Director
nicolas.pade@embrc.eu

National Marine Sanctuary Foundation
Contact: Kristen J. Sarri  
kris@marinesanctuary.org

Lenfest Ocean Program  
Contact: Charlotte Hudson  
Contact: Jason Landrum  
chudson@pewtrusts.org  
jlandrum@pewtrusts.org

SOOS International Project Office  
Contact: Dr Louise Newman (GAICD)  
Executive Officer, Southern Ocean Observing System www.soos.aq  
Institute for Marine and Antarctic Studies  
University of Tasmania, Australia  
Ph: +61 (0)452 553 881  
louise.newman@utas.edu.au

European Multidisciplinary Seafloor and water column Observatory  
European Research Infrastructure Consortium (EMSO-ERIC)  
Contact: Juanjo Dañobeitia, Director General  
Contact: Paolo Favali  
Corporate Headquarters :Via Giunio Antonio Resti,63 -00143 Rome  
Registered Office: Via di vigna Murata, 605 - 00143 Rome, Italy  
juanjo.danobeitia@emso-eu.org  
paolo.favali@emso-eu.org

President of The Association for Farmers Rights Defense, AFRD  
Contact: Kakha NADIRADZE  
Country Representative and National Coordinator for South Caucasus Countries of the Coalition for Sustained Excellence in Food and Health Protection, CSEFHP  
nadiradzekakha@gmail.com

Chief Scientist, National Geographic Society Deep-Sea Research Project NGS Exploration Technology Lab  
Contact: Jonatha Giddens  
jonatha@hawaii.edu

Gulf of Mexico Coastal Ocean Observing System (IOOS/GCOOS)  
GOOS/IOOS  
Contact: Barbara Kirkpatrick  
College Station, Texas  
barb.kirkpatrick@gcoos.org

Southern California Coastal Ocean Observing System (SCOOS/IOOS/Scripps IO)  
GOOS/IOOS  
Contact: Clarissa Anderson  
cra002@ucsd.edu

ANGARI Foundation, Inc.  
Contact: Angela Rosenberg, President & Captain  
West Palm Beach, FL
angela@angari.org

International Association for Biological Oceanography (IABO)
Contact: Enrique Montes - President (2020 - 2023) - emontesh@usf.edu
Contact: Suchana Chavanich - General Secretary - Suchana.C@chula.ac.th

European Global Ocean Observing System
EuroGOOS
Rue Vautier 29, 1000 Brussels, Belgium
Contact: Inga Lips, Secretary General, inga.lips@eurogoos.eu
Contact: Ana Lara-Lopez, Science Officer, ana.lara-lopez@eurogoos.eu

Deep Blue Environmental Association
Av. Dr. Moraes Sales 1654, Campinas/SP, 13010-002, Brazil.
Contact: Ana Carolina Mazzuco - President (2021-2023) - ac.mazzuco@me.com
Contact: Bianca Tocci - Director Vice-President - org.deepblue@gmail.com

Integrated Marine Observing System (IMOS)
Contact: Michelle Heupel, michelle.heupel@utas.edu.au
Contact: Paul van Ruth, paul.vanruth@utas.edu.au
Hobart, Australia

Reef Life Survey Foundation
contact: Rick Stuart-Smith, President - rstuarts@utas.edu.au
Hobart, Australia

The Hakai Institute
Box 25039
Campbell River
British Columbia
V9W 0B7
Canada
Contact: Eric Peterson: eric@tula.org
Contact: Margot Hessing-Lewis: margot@hakai.org

Tara Ocean Foundation (TOF)
Contact: Romain Troublé, romain@fondationtaraocean.org
Paris, France

Marine Biological Association (MBA)
Contact: Dan Lear
Head of Data, Information & Technology
DASSH Project Coordinator
EMODnet Biology Outreach & Engagement Lead
dble@MBA.ac.uk

NATIONAL GOVERNMENT PARTNERS

Smithsonian Institution
Contact: J. Emmett Duffy
Contact: Christopher Meyer  
Washington, DC  
DuffyE@si.edu  
MeyerC@si.edu

Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute  
Contact: Collin, Rachel  
CollinR@si.edu  
Panama

INVEMAR  
Colombia  
Contact: Paula Cristina Sierra-Correa, PhD  
Head of Marine and Coastal Research and Information / Coordinator of RTC-LAC  
Contact: Diana Gomez  
Contact: Julián José Pizarro Pertúz  
paula.sierra@invemar.org.co  
diana.gomez@invemar.org.co  
julian.pizarro@invemar.org.co

Instituto del Mar de Peru / IMARPE  
Peru  
Contact: Luis Escudero Herrera  
Contact: German Roberto Velaochaga Carpio  
Contact: Carlos Paulino Rojas  
Contact: Edward Steve Alburqueque Salazar  
lescudero@imarpe.gob.pe; gvelaochaga@imarpe.gob.pe; cpaulino@imarpe.gob.pe; ealburqueque@imarpe.gob.pe

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/NOAA  
US Integrated Ocean Observing System (IOOS)  
Contact: Gabrielle Canonico  
Co-Chair, GOOS Bio-Eco Panel  
Silver Spring, Maryland  
gabrielle.canonico@noaa.gov

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/NOAA  
Contact: Libby Jewett  
libby.jewett@noaa.gov

National Aeronautics and Space Administration  
Contact: Woody Turner  
Washington, DC  
woody.turner@nasa.gov

CSIRO, Australia  
Contact: Bax, Nic (O&A, Hobart)  
Co-Chair, GOOS Bio-Eco Panel  
Nic.Bax@csiro.au

European Commission
Directorate General of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries
Contact: Iain Shepherd
Marine Biological Association
lain.SHEPHERD@ec.europa.eu

Kenya Marine and Fisheries Research Institute (KMFRI)
Contact: Mina Wambiji
Mombasa, Kenya
nwambiji@kmfri.co.ke

Royal Belgian Institute for Natural Sciences
Contact: Dr. Anton P. Van de Putte
SCAR Antarctic Biodiversity Portal (OBIS, GBIF)
Rue Vauetierstraat 29
B-1000 Brussels
Belgium
avandeputte@naturalsciences.be

Urchinomics
Contact: Harry Rappaport
Finance and Strategy
+1 203 858 4463
urchinomics.com
hr@urchinomics.com

Senckenberg Research Institute and Natural History Museum
Contact: Hanieh Saeedi, Ph. D.
Biodiversity Information Coordinator
Department of Marine Zoology, Biodiversity Information
Senckenbergeranlage 25
60325 Frankfurt am Main, Germany
hanieh.saeedi@gmail.com
hanieh.saeedi@senckenberg.de

National Commission for the Knowledge and Use of Biodiversity (CONABIO)
Liga Periférico-Insurgentes Sur 4903, Parques del Pedregal, 14010, Tlalpan, Mexico City, Mexico
https://www.gob.mx/conabio
https://simar.conabio.gob.mx/
Contact: Rainer Ressl
Contact: Sergio Cerdeira-Estrada
rressl@conabio.gob.mx
scerdeira@conabio.gob.mx

PRIVATE SECTOR PARTNERS

Instituto de Fomento Pesquero
Chile
Contact: Osvaldo Artal
Contact: Elias Pinilla
Contact: Gabriel Soto
gabriel.soto@ifop.cl; osvaldo.artal@ifop.cl; elias.pinilla@ifop.cl

Saildrone, Inc.
Contact: Eric Lindstrom
eric.lindstrom@saildrone.com

Kongsberg Maritime
Contact: Peer Fietzek
peer.fietzek@km.kongsberg.com

Seabird, Inc
Contact: Andrew Barnard
abarnard@seabird.com

Mer - Marine and Environmental Research Lab, Ltd
Contact: Periklis Kleitou
Address: 202 Amathountos Avenue, Marina Gardens, Block B, Offices 13-14, Limassol 4533, Cyprus
Phone: +357 99527679, +357 25636700
Fax: +357 25636701
pkleitou@merresearch.com

Global Oceans
Contact: Jim Costopulos
President/CEO
New York, NY, USA
847-334-5028
jcostopulos@global-oceans.org

Group CLS
Contact: Anna Conchon
aconchon@groupcls.com

Sequoia Scientific, Inc.
Contact: Wayne H. Slade, Ph.D.
VP Science & Technology,
2700 Richards Road Ste 107, Bellevue, WA 98005
wslade@sequoiasci.com

IEEE France / FourBridges
Contact: Jay Pearlman
Director, FourBridges
jay.pearlman@fourbridges.org

PROJECT REPRESENTATIVES

OBIS Brazil Node
Contact: Ana Carolina de Azevedo Mazzuco, Node Data Manager
IOC-UNESCO/IODE Associated Data Unit: The Long-term Ecological Research Program
Coastal Habitats of Espírito Santo
ac.mazzuco@me.com

Marine Biodiversity Observation Network (MBON)
Contacts: carib@usf.edu
(MBON Co-Chairs) Frank Muller-Karger, Isabel Sousa Pinto, Masahiro Nakaoka, Mark Costello
carib@usf.edu; isabel.sousa.pinto@gmail.com; nakaoka@fsc.hokudai.ac.jp;
m.costello@auckland.ac.nz

(MBON Executive Secretariat) Joana Soares, Alice Soccodato
joana.soares@aircentre.org; alice.soccodato@aircentre.org;

(MBON Projects): Gabrielle Canonico, Katrin Iken, Maria Kavanaugh, Enrique Montes,
Francisco Chavez, Jeffrey Runge, Robert Miller, Frank Muller-Karger, Emmett Duffy

Smithsonian MarineGEO
Contact: Emmett Duffy
DuffyE@si.edu

Global Ocean Acidification Observing Network (GOA-ON)
Contact: Jan Newton, GOA-ON co-chair
janewton@uw.edu

AtlantECO Consortium
Contact: Daniele Iudicone
Contact: Eloïse Trabut (AltantECO Project manager)
iudicone@szn.it
eloise.trabut@szn.it

COVERAGE project,
NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology
Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS)
Contact: Jorge Vazquez - jorge.vazquez@jpl.nasa.gov
Contact: Vardis M Tsontos - vardis.m.tsontos@jpl.nasa.gov

PARTNER OCEAN DECADE PROGRAMME PROPOSALS

Connecting Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) through ocean swimways to protect migratory
routes and critical habitats of endangered species
Contact: Rosario Alvarez / Migramar - rosario.alvarez@migamar.org

Global Ocean Acidification Observing Network (GOA-ON)
Contact: Jan Newton, GOA-ON co-chair - janewton@uw.edu

An Observing Air-Sea Interactions Strategy (OASIS)
Contact: Meghan Cronin - meghan.f.cronin@noaa.gov
Contact: Jaime Palter - jpalter@uri.edu

Deep Ocean Observing Strategy (DOOS) Decade Programme
Contact: Lisa Levin - llevin@ucsd.edu
Contact: Henry Ruhl - hruhl@mbari.org

Ocean Practices for the Decade
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC)
Contact: Pauline Simpson
Contact: Jay Pearlman
Contact: Johannes Karstensen
Contact: Frank Muller-Karger
Contact: Pier-Luigi Buttigieg
p.simpson@unesco.org
jay.pearlman@fourbridges.org
Carib@usf.edu
jkarstensen@geomar.de
pier.buttigieg@awi.de

CoastPredict: Observing and Predicting the Global Coastal Ocean
Contact: Nadia Pinardi <nadia.pinardi@unibo.it>
Contact: Villy Kourafalou <vkourafalou@miami.edu>

Observing Together: Meeting Stakeholder Needs and Making Every Observation Count
Contact: Emma Heslop / GOOS
Contact: Albert Fischer / GOOS
e.heslop@unesco.org; A.Fischer@unesco.org

Integrated System Design: Streamlining ocean observing for a sustainable future
Contact: Emma Heslop / GOOS
Contact: Albert Fischer / GOOS
e.heslop@unesco.org; A.Fischer@unesco.org

An Ocean Corps for Ocean Science
Contact: Brian Arbic
Contact: Alexis Valauri-Orton
arbic@umich.edu; avalauriorton@oceanfdn.org

EquiSea: The Ocean Science Fund for All
Contact: Alexis Valauri-Orton
avalauriorton@oceanfdn.org

UN Ocean Decade Programme: Biomolecular Ocean Observing Network (BOON)
Contact: Margaret Leinen - mleinen@ucsd.edu
Contact: Francisco Chavez - chfr@mbari.org
Contact: Pier-Luigi Buttigieg - pbuttigi@mpi-bremen.de
Nicolas Pade - nicolas.pade@embrc.eu

Digital Twins of the Ocean - DITTO
Contact: Prof. Dr. Martin Visbeck - mvisbeck@geomar.de
GEOMAR Helmholtz-Zentrum für Ozeanforschung Kiel

The Southern Ocean Regional Decade Program
Contact: Eoghan Griffin eoghan@scar.org
PARTNER OCEAN DECADE COLLABORATIVE CENTERS

The Hakai Institute
Box 25039
Campbell River
Contact: Margot Hessing-Lewis: margot@hakai.org

AIR Centre – Atlantic International Research Centre
Contact: Joana Soares, PhD, Executive Director Marine Biodiversity Observation Network (MBON)
Contact: Alice Soccodato, PhD, Project Officer, Marine Biodiversity Observation Network (MBON)

TERINOV – Parque de Ciência e Tecnologia da Ilha Terceira
Canada de Belém sn, Terra Chã
9700-702 Angra do Heroísmo
Ilha Terceira, The Azores, Portugal
joana.soares@aircentre.org
alice.soccodato@aircentre.org

* 7. Name of proposed Decade Programme


8. Short title / acronym of proposed Decade Programme for communications purposes (if any)

Marine Life 2030 / ML2030

* 9. Summary description of proposed Decade Programme

Marine Life 2030 will establish the globally coordinated system to deliver actionable, transdisciplinary knowledge of ocean life to those who need it, promoting human well-being, sustainable development, and ocean conservation. Within a decade, Marine Life 2030 will unite existing and frontier technologies and partners into a global, interoperable network and community of practice advancing observation and forecasting of marine life. This network of networks will link technical, management and policy stakeholders to build and exchange capacity for advancing society’s grand challenges of managing activities for a healthy and resilient ocean and the vibrant and healthy society that depends on it.
* 10. Start & end date of proposed Decade Programme

1 July 2021
12 December 2030

* 11. Estimated total budget of proposed Decade Programme

US$ 1,200 M

Funding support for specific Actions (projects and activities) will be required, including in the following categories:

- **Coordination and management of Marine Life 2030.** Networking activities to facilitate co-development of solutions between natural and social sciences, including users, researchers, technologists and engineers, and networking among industry, academia, and civil society. This effort will require support for both management and fundraising for Decade Actions.

- **Information technologies and management.** Curation, analyses, and accessibility of data and information on marine biodiversity and its integration with other scientific and socioeconomic data. Additional resources are necessary for the Ocean Biodiversity Information System (OBIS) to curate and publish the observations and basic synthesis products generated under the Marine Life 2030 framework.

- **Interoperability and best practices.** Development, documentation, curation, publication, and socialization of standards and best practices will be coordinated with the Ocean Best Practices System.

- **Development of research and scientific solutions.** Field expeditions, laboratory processing, bioinformatics analysis and curation, and engagement of expert taxonomists from regions around the world to build out the global Ocean Biocode sequence-based library of ocean life.

- **Cross-Decade engagement.** Collaboration with other Ocean Decade actions, programmes, and activities, and with the UN Decade on Ecosystem Restoration, to co-develop activities for the regional initiatives and national committees, aiming to establish national and/or regional Marine Life 2030 task forces.

- **Social science strategies and valuation.** Contribution to development of ocean accounting, including valuation strategies for ecosystem functions, working with local stakeholders and national statistical offices.

- **Technology development and integration with existing ocean observing systems.** Field instrumentation, automated platforms, uncrewed systems and remote sensing technologies.

- **Applications for data access and use.** Development of applications that facilitate integration, visualization, and analysis of observations, including ‘apps’ tailored for access to observations and forecasts, with emphasis on development by and for LDCs, SIDS, and other groups with urgent needs. Examples include the Ocean Biodiversity Information System (OBIS), the SIMAR Earth observations explorer developed by CONABIO in Mexico for the Caribbean region, GOOS Regional Alliance platforms and apps for mobile use, and the COVERAGE effort under CEOS to integrate Earth observations from multiple international satellites into a virtual constellation. Such efforts also need to be cross-linked.
• **Capacity exchange.** Building new knowledge through exchange of capacity between groups of people from different backgrounds, including traditional formal and informal education efforts, training, and professional development. A significant activity will be coordinating between major formal and informal education, outreach and extension groups and professional societies in the network to focus on co-development of solutions, convergence of data collection, data processing and formatting, applications, ethics and inclusion. Examples are workshops designed to incorporate traditional knowledge into management practices, specific opportunities for joint field work and analyses, and application of best practices for data management and applications. For example, Mexico (UNAM), REV Ocean, and Schmidt Ocean Institute offer support for cruise proposals through competitive peer-reviewed programmes. REV Ocean supports IDEAS cruises (Inspire, Discover, Educate and Solve), which are visionary activities aimed at policymakers, workshops on board, training, education, capacity building and communication regarding long-term routine sampling of biological material.

• **Coordination between Indigenous partners and ocean observing systems** (Ocean Networks Canada, GOOS, Coast Predict, MBON, other). Development of a network of coastal biodiversity observations with a strong biocultural component. The goal is to make unique contributions to scientific data collection in Indigenous traditional ocean territories and protected areas. This co-designed network will also develop a modeling framework for pairing Indigenous knowledge with sensor-based ocean monitoring to support ecosystem management; undertake research that examines how aquaculture techniques can combined with contemporary ocean monitoring to increase the sustainability of seafood farming and promote Indigenous food sovereignty; develop recommendations for improving management outcomes for fisheries harvested by Indigenous peoples through the incorporation of traditional knowledge in practice, policy, and procedures decision-making; apply lessons learned in other contexts and in different areas.

• **Development of policy options and management actions.** Coordination of partner efforts to develop observations, address international reporting requirements, and develop indicators requires support. The indicators and information required for reporting will be the result of co-development activities conducted with groups and agencies that have the responsibility to design and carry out policy. Marine Life 2030 provides a forum to test scenarios, evaluate the state of the science, and provide advice on consequences of policy options.

12. Percentage of estimated budget that is secured

About 8% per budget year in existing project commitments through at least 2025.

13. Secured funding sources (donor name and approximate amount secured)

The secured funding indicated below represents existing, planned activities at the national and international level that contribute directly to, and provide the foundation of, Marine Life 2030. This is not a comprehensive list. These programs are critical to the success and process of engagement across the breadth of Marine Life 2030 program objectives. Additional resources are required to leverage these investments to implement a fully representative global program. Dollar figures provided are approximate amounts:

- **Brazil:** US$100,000/2021 and onward: The Long-term Ecological Research Program Coastal Habitats of Espírito Santo (PELD HCES)/Universidade Federal do Espírito Santo to take place
from 2021 to 2024; Granted to Dr. Angelo Bernardino (coordinator), Dr. Ana Carolina Mazzuco (co-PI and data manager), and collaborators from several universities in Brazil. Continued funding for subsequent years of multi-year projects will be contingent upon acceptable performance.

- **European Union**: AtlantECO Program: 10.9M Euro through 2024-2025; 36 partners from 13 countries (including South Africa and Brazil) (Contact: Daniele Iudicone).

- **Japan**: US$26.1K/year (JPY2.7M/year): Japan/Hokkaido University/Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology; International Research Center for Agricultural Science/Marine Ecology Research Institute/Japan; US$ 57.0K/year (JPY5.9M/year): Japan/ University of the Ryukyus. JSPS Core to Core Program for FY2020-2022, title: Global analyses of mangrove ecosystem by eDNA metabarcoding. Granted to University of the Ryukyus (coordinator: Dr. Tadashi Kajita). Overseas core institutions from Indonesia, China, Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia, India, Sri Lanka, South Africa and Senegal. Project HP: [https://c2c.mangroves.info/](https://c2c.mangroves.info/). In-kind resources: Access to OBIS node BISMAL of JAMSTEC and high resolution marine environmental data of East Asia (around Japan) (FORA and FROP (planned) provided by JAMSTEC).

- **Malaysia**: USD45K/year (MYR200,000/year): Government of Malaysia, Ministry of Higher Education, Long term research grant scheme (LRGS).

- **Mexico**: US$120,000/2021 and onward: Mexico/Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico (UNAM); ~6 days ship time on board R/V Justo Sierra UNAM to take place in 2021 or 2022 if COVID allows. $20,000 USD/day, 6 days ship time. Granted to Dr. Elva Escobar for cruises SIGSBEE 23 and 24 to take place in the Gulf of Mexico under the funding opportunity that evaluated projects based on the quality of applications received and the budgets proposed by successful applicants. Leveraging additional resources in the form of in-kind support if permitted, in addition to the secured ship time can include talent, equipment to work onboard, computational resources, data management, and/or funding from public partners e.g. the Call PAPIIT-DGAPA 2022 e) modality (https://dgapa.unam.mx/index.php/impulso-a-la-investigacion/papiit) to be prepared and submitted jointly in June 2021. Continued funding for subsequent years of multi-year projects will be contingent upon acceptable performance.

- **Portugal/Azores**: US$190K (2021, 2022): Atlantic International Research Centre (AIR Centre), including human resources (two persons 50% during 2021 and 2022), cost for organizing an international in-person / online hybrid event/year (US$50K) and workshops (1 by year) of capacity building and technology transfer (US$ 40K). n-kind resources: AIR Center IT infrastructure comprising i) Direct Receiving Station (DRS) in Azores Terceira Island for satellite data reception (X-Band Earth observation satellites. Terra, Aqua, Suomi-NPP, JPSS and FengYun-3), ii) access to AIR Data Net for processing and storage of earth observation data, iii) advanced video conferencing / broadcasting platform.

- **USA**: US$3M/year for implementation of the US Marine Biodiversity Observation Network with the US Animal Telemetry Network (ATN) and US Integrated Ocean Observing System (US IOOS), coordinated by the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration on behalf of the U.S. National Oceanographic Partnership Program (NOAA, NASA, BOEM, ONR, USGS; Smithsonian Institution). Contact Gabrielle Canonico.
• **OBIS Nodes networks**: The present expected funding is not adequate to implement the Ocean Decade. Present funding is US$2M/year for salary, travel and infrastructure; these are existing funds which represent the aggregated budget of 31 OBIS nodes distributed globally and the central global node (OBIS secretariat). Approximately 10% of this is covered by UNESCO-IOC.

* 14. Do you require support to find additional resources for your Decade Programme?

YES

* 15. Would you like to be put in touch with partners working on similar issues or proposing Decade Actions that could have synergies with your proposed Action?

YES

* 16. Countries in which the proposed Decade Programme will be implemented

All Member States of the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission

* 17. Ocean basins in which the proposed Decade Programme will be implemented

Indian Ocean
North Pacific Ocean
South Pacific Ocean
North Atlantic Ocean
South Atlantic Ocean
Arctic Ocean
Antarctic Ocean

2. Description of the proposed Decade Programme

18. What is the high-level objective(s) of your proposed Decade Programme?

Marine Life 2030 will establish the globally coordinated system to deliver actionable, transdisciplinary knowledge of ocean life to those who need it, promoting human well-being, sustainable development, and ocean conservation.

Many societal problems depend on answers to questions like: How are distribution and abundance of organisms changing over time and across the ocean, and what are the impacts of these changes? How do climate warming, acidification, pollution, and a host of other stressors affect the services marine life provides to society? Can marine ecosystems recover from disturbance, and what management interventions will help them do so?
These questions highlight that life is at the core of healthy, functioning ecosystems and the services they provide to humanity. Yet biology is the critical missing piece in most ocean observing programs. Integrating biodiversity into global ocean observing and sustainable development is hampered by three challenges: (1) most marine species and great swaths of the ocean’s ecosystems remain unstudied, and management of marine living resources relies mainly on proxy variables like temperature, salinity, and topography -- generally without measuring biology itself; (2) even existing data on ocean species are inadequately coordinated, undigitized, of widely varying quality, and largely inaccessible; (3) marine biodiversity science and observations are poorly linked to user communities. Marine Life 2030 will unite communities around the world to solve these challenges, transforming ocean science and democratizing its through seven objectives:

**OBJECTIVE O1: Nurture global capacity for sustainable ocean development.** Marine Life 2030 will catalyze global capacity for collecting and delivering interoperable biological data and knowledge that is fit to the purpose of informing sustainable management, policy, and development. This requires local engagement of multiple sectors. Working with Centres for Collaboration (Objective 3 below), capacity exchange will target partners and users from LDCs and SIDS, providing scientific information and indicators tailored to support assessments and reporting requirements of nations, groups, the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES), the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). Actions will include technology development, testing and implementation, and integration with the existing ocean observing systems, all co-designed with end-users. This includes field instrumentation, automated platforms, un-crewed systems and remote sensing technologies, and work with partners to transfer the technology, ensure sustained use for high-quality observations, and help detect and forecast ecological change.

**OBJECTIVE O2: Establish a global framework for coordination and integration.** Realizing a global, interoperable system for marine biological observing and knowledge delivery requires effective coordination among existing observing networks, and strategic development of new links with user communities. As a first order of business Marine Life 2030 will initiate a facilitated process of consultation and workshops with diverse stakeholders, through year 1, to co-design and implement the programme coordination and management framework, to include a ML 2030 Programme Office, and Science and User Advisory Committees. These bodies will serve both to develop and integrate the network of partners, and to advance interoperability, standardization, and open access of biodiversity data and knowledge to expand geographic and temporal coverage. Projects and activities will aim to support the development of indicators and reporting requirements. This process will provide linkages between the Ocean Decade and the UN Decade on Ecosystem Restoration to co-develop regional initiatives, and to inform national committees through national and/or regional Marine Life 2030 task forces.

**OBJECTIVE O3: Build lasting partnerships and collaboration.** The coordination framework and committees established in Year 1 will then focus on building out the partnerships required to sustain a functional global network. This includes leveraging and amplifying existing infrastructure and capacity, especially by co-locating biological observing with existing ocean physical and geochemical observing, and by strategically building new partnerships in under-represented geographies and communities (e.g., SIDS and LDCs) and with end-users in management, conservation, industry, and development sectors. Marine Life 2030 will work closely with the complementary Decade programmes and projects listed above to achieve these goals.
OBJECTIVE O4: Build the Ocean BioCode. Realizing a global observing system that efficiently collects and delivers timely, high-resolution biodiversity knowledge globally will rely heavily on rapidly developing approaches based on DNA sequence data. This is reflected in the rapid expansion of eDNA and metabarcoding approaches to biological monitoring over the last decade. But interpreting these data depends critically on rigorous, taxonomically vetted reference libraries that connect the strings of DNA base sequences to species names, knowledge of organisms, and their ecologically important traits. These libraries are currently rudimentary for many marine taxa and regions. This next generation of natural history knowledge is essential to predict future resource and ecosystem trajectories, inform stakeholders, build alert systems for biological hazards such as pathogens and harmful algal blooms, and shape policy to manage and conserve living resources. Marine Life 2030, led by the Smithsonian, will address this challenge directly by coordinating the world’s marine taxonomic experts to build out the digital library of ocean biodiversity via a strategic program of field sampling that links expert-identified voucher specimens with DNA sequences and images. Development of the Ocean BioCode library will co-prioritize geographies, standardized sampling methods, and taxa in consultation with partners, experts, and end-users worldwide.

OBJECTIVE O5: Nurture Centers for Ocean Collaboration. Sustaining the global ocean and the people who depend on it requires global collaboration. A key complement to ML 2030’s coordination framework and bodies (O1) will be Centers of Collaboration (i.e., AIR Centre, Hakai Institute) that coordinate and network project-based and longer-term strategies to host regular co-designed knowledge exchange activities (webinars, workshops, and project co-development) with data providers and end-users to strengthen the foundation for ocean biology stakeholders worldwide, with emphasis on exchanging capacity with under-represented communities and regions, including SIDS, LDCs, and indigenous communities.

OBJECTIVE O6: Sustain the Marine Biodiversity Observation Network. The scientific foundation of Marine Life 2030 is a vigorous global network of networks that shares interoperable protocols and open data on status and trends of the ocean’s diverse life. Supported by the Smithsonian Institution, POGO, and related initiatives, MBON will integrate with GOOS and end-users to co-design and co-deliver solutions to user needs for global and local biological knowledge. Observing will strive to be fit-to-purpose, co-developing priorities with Scientific and User Advisory Groups (Objective 1) and relevant stakeholders from the relevant regions.

OBJECTIVE O7: Fundraising. Marine Life 2030 is an ambitious, decade-long program and will require substantial resources. A core function of the programme coordination team, working with the Collaborative Centers and partners, will be facilitation, procurement of support and funding, and helping partners to connect with sponsors.

* 19. What are the key expected outcomes of your proposed Decade Programme?

Knowledge of the ocean’s diverse life (>200,000 described species, not including microbes, and many more undescribed) is fragmentary and poorly integrated into ocean observing and policy, representing the weakest link in our understanding of marine ecosystems. Marine Life 2030 will facilitate new partnerships, engaging policy-makers and other sectors, to inform solutions to development needs, delivering the following outcomes by the end of the Decade:

OUTCOME O1: Sustainable ocean development enabled and conducted by professionals and activities in all nations with marine and maritime interests. Sustainable development
requires best scientific evidence, local knowledge, and participation of stakeholders. Marine Life 2030 fundamentally changes the way we interact internationally by providing a participatory community of practice based on justice, equity, inclusion and diversity of thought, gender, cultural and geographic background, and career stage. Consistency and flexibility in international capacity development are enhanced for collecting and using information on marine life.

OUTCOME O2: Global framework for coordination and integration established. Marine Life 2030 fosters a paradigm shift in understanding marine life by integrating many currently uncoordinated parts into a functioning whole, and strengthening linkages between science, policy, and end-user communities to advance conservation and sustainability. Comprehensive frameworks and communities are in place for data and information management, and for some types of observations. These enable local, regional, and global assessments, provide global context for interpreting local change, and advance open data and FAIR and CARE principles. Methodologies are fit for purpose, advance interoperability, and endorsed as best practices.

OUTCOME O3: Lasting partnerships and collaboration established. Collaborations between natural and social scientists are active and effective, as are collaborations among experts of all ages, genders, and backgrounds. The network of networks actively and effectively engages indigenous communities as equal partners, and incorporates traditional knowledge. Specifically, indigenous partners and ocean observing systems (Ocean Networks Canada, GOOS, Coast Predict, MBON, animal telemetry, others) function as a network of biodiversity observing with strong biocultural components and co-designed scientific activities and goals. Ocean observing activities and uses of their products follow agreed upon standards of ethical conduct, inclusivity, and respect for nature, people, and national sovereignty, and follow laws of all relevant jurisdictions.

OUTCOME O4: Comprehensive Ocean BioCode complete and accessible. The digital library of marine species is essentially complete for all marine ecoregions (meaning that all marine DNA sequences can be identified to a low taxonomic level, if not species), are open-access, and available through user-friendly portal(s) that link expert-identified voucher records to DNA sequences, taxonomic descriptions, and organismal traits. Coverage is complete at species level for threatened and endangered marine species, recognized invasives, harmful bloom-forming algae, known pathogens, key fishery species, and culturally important organisms.

OUTCOME O5: Centers for Ocean Collaboration integrated into global science and policy. The Collaborative Centers (Hakai, AIR Centre/MBON) lead Ocean Decade processes to support administration, science coordination, development of applications ecological forecasting; technology and innovation; stakeholder engagement; and capacity development, exchange, and ocean literacy: for observing, mapping, exploration, characterization, and the co-delivery of solutions by international stakeholders. This includes use of traditional knowledge, inclusion and representativeness in the definition of policy options. The outcome will be motivated policymakers and industry sectors who will engage and invest in the Ocean Decade, highlighting social and economic payoffs of ocean stewardship and sustainable development.

OUTCOME O6: Marine Biodiversity Observation Network integrated with a Global Ocean Observing System and an Ocean Biodiversity Information System, fully operational, together delivering interoperable information to policy bodies and research efforts. Integration of biology into a global ocean observing system that spans the watershed on land and coastal areas to the ocean interior, from the surface to the bottom. A biological standards
too kit is accepted and widely used, including a set of consensus-based specifications, standards, and best practices for in situ, remote observing, and modeling technologies. Processes of consultation and feedback for reviewing and modifying best practices are established. Regular marine biological (and physical, geochemical) observing and forecasting using interoperable protocols is established in all marine provinces, and ideally all ecoregions, with data products open and readily accessible to end-users locally and globally. Management strategies for data, metadata, and associated relevant information follow at least minimal specifications and conventions everywhere and are interoperable.

**OUTCOME O7: A sustainable community of practice that interacts with civil society and solves problems.** Ensuring sustainable benefits from a healthy ocean for society is the ultimate outcome expected for the Ocean Decade. Sustainability means long-term support for the complex set of capacity exchange, innovation, deployment and maintenance, synthesis, and co-development processes required to implement a useful, practical, and fully representative global program. A key element are the development of policy options and management actions, including addressing reporting requirements and the design of indicators.

The Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES), the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) are intergovernmental and science bodies that assess the state of biodiversity and ecosystem services. Their assessments respond directly to requests from international decision makers. The CBD provides important targets for nations and guides policy on biodiversity conservation. Many Marine Life 2030 participants are closely linked to these intergovernmental bodies, to the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission, and to other UN bodies. Marine Life 2030 will seek regular input from these bodies to co-design the observing system that they require to address the large existing gaps in marine biodiversity assessments.

Marine Life 2030 will address important gaps in national reporting of marine biodiversity (e.g. National Biodiversity Strategies and Action Plans) working in partnership with national groups and the partners submitting this Programme proposal.

Marine Life 2030 will co-develop indicators, including refining indicators for CBD and SDG targets. Activities will be designed to work on indicators associated with the emerging post-2020 global biodiversity framework.

The indicators and information required for reporting will be the result of co-development activities conducted with groups and agencies that have the responsibility to design and carry out policy.

Each outcome will include metrics for developers of observing systems, applications, policy-makers, and sponsors against which progress can be measured.

* 20. Please describe the activities that will be implemented as part of the proposed Decade Programme

Marine Life 2030 will bring together diverse global communities in science, traditional knowledge, resource management, policy, and applications to align with an efficient value chain of ocean science to product delivery.
ACTIVITY O1: Nurture global capacity for sustainable ocean development. Effective solutions for global marine life observations and knowledge delivery will transform our ability to collect and use marine life information for co-developed policy and sustainable development. Marine Life 2030 will foster this inclusive process by: building new knowledge through capacity exchange among diverse groups; providing formal and informal education, training, and professional development; expanding global coverage and interoperability through existing networks, socializing standards and best practices; integrating new technologies; ensuring resources for OBIS; and co-developing products and tools for biodiversity data analysis and visualization.

ACTIVITY O2: Establish a global framework for coordination and integration. A key priority in the first year will be convening a process of stakeholder workshops to co-design the Marine Life 2030 coordination framework and implementation plan. Facilitated by the UN Decade Collaborative Centres, contributors will include natural and social scientists, managers, policy makers, indigenous groups, representatives of IPBES, IPCC, and CBD, and other end-users. The resulting framework will then foster coordination of activities proposed by Marine Life 2030 partners.

ACTIVITY O3: Build lasting partnerships and collaboration. Marine Life 2030 will expand the network of networks by building on a wealth of existing programs and partnerships, listed above. Current collaborations include the Smithsonian Institution and its MarineGEO program, the Marine Biodiversity Observation Network (MBON), Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS), Ocean Biodiversity Information System (OBIS), Ocean Best Practices System (OBPS), UNEP World Conservation and Monitoring Centre (WCMC), Group on Earth Observations (GEO BON, Blue Planet), OceanTeacher Global Academy (OTGA), eDNA Initiative of the Partnership for Observation of the Global Ocean (POGO), and Global Ocean Acidification Observation Network (GOA-ON).

ACTIVITY O4: Build the Ocean BioCode. Marine Life 2030 will coordinate existing and anticipated initiatives to build out the Ocean BioCode, a global, digital library of marine species that links DNA sequences to expert-vetted voucher specimens, names, and images. The BioCode will serve as a “rosetta stone” to translate the massive growth of marine sequence data anticipated during the Decade into usable, spatially explicit knowledge on marine organism diversity, distribution and extent, abundance, and mediation of ecosystem processes. The BioCode will be built out via strategic field programs to eliminate “dark taxa”, and the knowledge served through FAIR, open platforms.

ACTIVITY O5: Nurture Decade Collaborative Centres. Collaborative Centres facilitate communications and links to other Ocean Decade Programmes, National Decade Coordination and Decade Regional Planning groups, and the Ocean Decade and the Decade for Ecosystem Restoration. They are open to all stakeholders. Collaborative Centres will help co-design short- and longer-term coordination and networking strategies, hosting knowledge exchange activities (webinars, workshops, and co-development of projects) with data providers and users.

ACTIVITY O6: Sustain the Marine Biodiversity Observation Network (MBON). MBON is an international platform, under GEO, that connects marine biodiversity observing worldwide. MBON will continue to develop the community of practice and implementation of marine biodiversity observations foundational to Marine Life 2030. These will in turn advance interoperability and best practices, biodiversity data collection, and integration with environmental information, to support ecological forecasting prediction, scientific solutions,
ocean accounting, technology development and applications, capacity exchange, and evidence-based policy and management actions.

**ACTIVITY O7: Fundraising.** Marine Life 2030 will work with its large and diverse coalition of partners to obtain sponsorship and support for its objectives via financial and in-kind support from governments, international bodies, NGOs, private sector, and philanthropy, targeted for particular components and regions as appropriate.

* 21. Please describe the theory of change that underpins your proposed Decade Programme i.e., how will the activities being carried out achieve the outcomes and objectives that you envisage

Change happens when people engage together to address a common need, creating mutual benefit, and develop evidence-based solutions resting on shared understanding. Change is hard, often challenging tradition and custom. Thus, recognizing the sources of ideas and co-developing common goals takes time, reinforcing mechanisms, and good leadership.

The need for a coordinated program to understand marine biodiversity and ecosystems, and their provision of sustainable services has been articulated by many groups for over 50 years, culminating in UN Agenda 2030 (A/RES/70/1). However, a framework to achieve this goal has been slow in coming. Marine Life 2030 will accomplish this change by setting common goals, focusing on Ocean Decade outcomes, organizing enablers, and carrying out complementary projects and activities. Programme activities will advance a common vision, co-develop the research to solve problems, address local issues in interoperable ways, and engage a community of partners in global monitoring. Impact will come through inclusive and equitable opportunities for diverse groups with tangible benefits for participants.

The outcomes of Marine Life 2030 are listed in Section 19. These include intermediate outcomes with milestones to ensure incremental progress. Each outcome will include metrics for developers of observing systems, applications, policy-makers, and sponsors against which progress can be measured. Transparency is critical to enable effective change, and will be ensured via standardized measurements and interoperable data, interconnected data repositories, and open access to information, coordinated by an inclusive, equitable, consultative, and transparent international consortium.

The Programme will provide incentives that enable each participant to enhance their strengths and achieve their own goals while contributing to solutions that cannot be developed by individuals or small groups. Elements of the network of networks will address pieces of the problems, addressing assumptions and building on partnerships.

Marine Life 2030 will not be sustainable in the long term without clear benefits to participating parties. These include: alignment of priorities and leveraging of expertise, technologies, and funding; enhanced partnerships and visibility to sponsors and funders; Access to and training in best practices to augment each group’s work; rapid knowledge transfer and application; opportunities for early-career and under-represented communities in funding, leadership development, international networking, and work on issues of concern to humanity; experience and knowledge exchange in public communication and citizen science; other benefits of participation in the Ocean Decade.
* 22. Will your proposed Decade Programme enhance the sustainability of ocean science initiatives, including infrastructure or individual / institutional capacity, in light of the current Covid-19 pandemic?

YES

23. If yes, how will your proposed Decade Programme enhance the sustainability of ocean science initiatives, including infrastructure or individual / institutional capacity, in light of the current Covid-19 pandemic?

Social and economic inequalities within and across countries are differentiating the impact of COVID-19. A decrease in monitoring, fiscalization, and the presence of people (including tourists) has led to increased poaching and ecosystem degradation worldwide (e.g., deforestation, degraded water quality). Loss of indigenous elders due to the pandemic has cultural implications for the transmission of traditional knowledge including marine biodiversity conservation and customary law and governance (UN/DESA, 2020). Suspension of ocean observing except by automated systems that collect physical observations impacted acquisition of marine ecosystems information globally.

Ocean ecosystem knowledge is critical to governments, private sector, development banks, and others to plan and monitor COVID-19 economic recovery investments (IKI, 2020). Marine Life 2030 sets the stage for investments in coastal and marine ecosystem restoration and protection, coastal and marine tourism, mariculture, fisheries, and other industries, and in linked marine conservation and protection efforts. These will create jobs and economic growth in the immediate term, alleviating inequities that have affected women, indigenous communities, young people, and informal workers globally (Northrop et al., 2020; IKI, 2020).

References:


* 24. Please describe the coordination / management structure for the proposed Decade Programme

An international consortium provides core support, including the Smithsonian Institution, MBON, NOAA, GOOS, UNEP-WCMC, OBIS, OBPS, GEO and GEO BON, C4IR Ocean, and POGO. The consortium will craft operational and fundraising strategies and formalize a Steering Committee. It will advance the programme coordination and management framework, to include a ML2030 Programme Office and Science and User Advisory Committees. The programme office, a Network Project Office (NPO) and Coordination Team will be a partnership with the proposed AIR Centre and Hakai Institute Decade Collaborative Centres.

The management roles include:
- Programme Office (PO) Director
- Programme Coordinator
- Network Communications Coordinator
- Webmaster
- Advisory Group Engagement (Science and User Advisory Committees)
- Working Group Coordination (thematic/science; data management; evaluation; international coordination; equity, balance and inclusion; and early career)

The Programme will be implemented in a phased approach:

**Phase 1 (Y1-2) - Governance and Organization:** Initiate a collaborative process to establish the management structure. Convene network members, identify specific initial problems and needs, co-develop solutions for early co-delivery, and conduct fundraising collaborating with the Ocean Decade.

An Outreach and Communications Team will define strategies to engage and mentor students and early career participants, involve networks in the operation of Marine Life 2030, and cross-link groups with complementary interests (“regional”, “deep ocean”, “omics”, “imaging”, etc.). Technologies for virtual dialogue will broaden opportunities and minimize expenses. Social and natural science researchers will co-develop modules for capacity exchange in formal and informal education settings, using input from the Ocean Decade regional workshops. We will work to link capacity development with job placement.

A series of Working Groups will be formed to identify fit for-purpose thematic needs and science problems and engage complementary groups. A Data Management Plan (see supplementary document) and Data Working Group will advance recommendations of IWG-SODIS and Marine Life 2030 data partners.

The Evaluation Working Group will collect quantitative and qualitative data on how the Programme has (1) formed a network of networks; (2) engaged the next generation of researchers including underrepresented and early career groups; and (3) addressed Ocean Decade Challenges and Outcomes. The plan includes using front-end, formative, and summative evaluation methods.

**Phase 2 (Y3-5) - Engagement, Evaluation and Pilot:** Solidify and use coordinating mechanisms; introduce demonstration areas to exercise the network; strengthen coordination; improve communication and network; conduct evaluation and get feedback to address issues.

**Phase 3 (Y5-10) - Implementation and Expansion:** Expand efforts and objectives; implement sustainability mechanisms; assess progress; report on effectiveness.

3. Contribution of Proposed Decade Programme to the UN Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable Development (refer to the Ocean Decade Implementation Plan for details)

* 25. To which Sustainable Development Goal(s) (SDG) will your proposed Decade Programme contribute? Please select a maximum of three SDGs.

GOAL 4: Quality Education
GOAL 14: Life Below Water
GOAL 17: Partnerships to achieve the Goal
**26. How will your proposed Decade programme contribute to the SDGs selected? Please Explain**

The co-design of knowledge and continuous update of information about the status and trends of marine ecosystem elements (SDG 14) are based on education (SDG 4). Marine Life 2030 will help realize SDG 14 by focusing on Target 14.2, 14.5, 14.A, and 14.B. Marine Life 2030 will also contribute to SDG 4 (Education) by reducing disparities in education and vocational training by gender and among indigenous peoples (Target 4.5), spreading knowledge and skills that promote sustainable development (4.7), and by providing support for training and technology of individuals from developing countries (4.B). Developing and implementing the value chain that generates transformational products and co-delivers information to those that can apply it to meet society’s needs depend on partnerships and trust (SDG 17). The programme’s capacity development and exchange are central components, contributing to SDG 17 (Partnerships) targets 17.6, 17.7, 17.8, and 17.9.

**27. How will your proposed Decade Programme contribute to the vision and mission of the Decade?**

Marine Life 2030 envisions a transdisciplinary and interoperable system, deployed and coordinated globally by partners of diverse backgrounds, to co-deliver the scientific knowledge about marine life that we need for the ocean we want. It thus maps directly onto the vision of the Decade (Ocean science for the future we want). The vision will drive the co-development of actions to focus research, new and cheap technologies (instrumentation systems, remote sensing seascapes, e-DNA, etc.), and integration of transdisciplinary observations to inform policies.

Marine Life 2030 contributes to the mission of the Decade (Transformative ocean science solutions for sustainable development, connecting people and our ocean) by harnessing the power of networks to co-develop and implement actions that advance capacity and technology exchange, lower cost of technologies, generate high quality transdisciplinary research, and modernize policy development for wise ocean uses. This includes better understanding how land uses, ocean uses, and climate change interact to affect life in the sea. The mission is to embed biology into the information stream that allows society to flourish, by forecasting risks to marine and human life, building resilience in the era of COVID and other risks to society, and including scientists and policy makers in a conversation about human and ocean ecosystem health.

Many of the building blocks for this transformation on assessing and forecasting the status of marine life are already in place, including international networks and agreements, new cutting-edge technologies, and infrastructure. While we have only sampled or visually-investigated a very small proportion of marine life in the ocean to date, the current state of knowledge of how we link marine life to societal welfare has matured and ocean policy options are evident. Marine Life 2030 builds on and expands an existing coalition of partners to integrate biology into current and planned coastal and ocean observing systems.

The recognition that measuring the biological elements of ecosystems is now possible will further transform technology, industry, and information management. The transformation will come by working together for a larger purpose, helping those that need it the most, lowering costs of observing, and by implementing a framework for equity and diversity in partnerships. It
will come by linking the extensive but uncoordinated assets that exist today into an interoperable system. The technology and philosophy for inclusion of diverse groups into transdisciplinary teams to accomplish the mission are now within reach for the first time.

* 28. To which Decade outcome(s) will your proposed Decade Programme contribute?

Outcome 2: A healthy and resilient ocean where marine ecosystems are understood, protected, restored and managed.

Outcome 6: A transparent ocean with open access to data, information and technologies.

* 29. How will your proposed Decade Programme contribute to the Decade outcomes selected?

MarineLife 2030 contribute to Ocean Decade Outcomes 2 (“A healthy and resilient Ocean where marine ecosystems are understood, protected, restored and managed”) and 6 (“A transparent ocean with open access to data, information and technologies”). Insufficient knowledge of diverse ocean life represents the weakest link in our understanding of marine ecosystem function. The programme will advance these outcomes by facilitating new partnerships, sharing standards and best practices for interoperability, growing our knowledge base of marine life, developing and sharing technology, and promoting robust data and information management, analysis and exchange.

The Programme will expand global capacity to track and forecast ocean ecosystem health from the watershed to the ocean interior, and surface to ocean bottom, through co-design of monitoring programs for all forms of marine life and delivery of that information to a broad range of stakeholders. A core theme of the programme is an iterative process of capacity exchange and information management, including rescuing historical data, cleaning and standardizing data and metadata, and publishing to open data repositories. Marine Life 2030 will facilitate interoperability and development of applications of information for improved management and policy, public use, and optimizing industries (pharma, minerals and other materials, fisheries, tourism).

* 30. To which Ocean Decade Challenge(s) will your proposed Decade Programme contribute?

Challenge 2: Understand the effects of multiple stressors on ocean ecosystems, and develop solutions to monitor, protect, manage and restore ecosystems and their biodiversity under changing environmental, social and climate conditions.

Challenge 9: Ensure comprehensive capacity development and equitable access to data, information, knowledge and technology across all aspects of ocean science and for all stakeholders.
* 31. How will your proposed Decade Programme contribute to the Decade Challenges selected?

Marine Life 2030 will contribute to Ocean Decade Challenges 2 and 9 by implementing transformational capacity exchange programs that build on and expand on decade actions that integrate biology into ocean observing systems. The implementation will allow local programs that characterize marine life from the surface to the deep sea floor and from the coast to offshore areas, in a manner that can be replicated to regional and global scales. Exchange of capacity and co-development of programs, technology, information and applications will generate new knowledge of species, habitats and ecosystems. This knowledge is critical to evaluate human and climate change impacts, and to support modeling of scenarios of possible interventions on future use, restoration, and conservation. MarineLife 2030 will exchange capacity and literacy at sea, in labs, and institutions (e.g. through workshops and mentoring), building and sharing best practices in themes for research required locally and regionally. The emphasis will be to evaluate change and that each measurement can be used many times. Information will be managed by repositories that provide better and standardized data, specimens identification and curation, and enable joint research, publications and applications in an inclusive, equitable agenda for the collective benefit.

* 32. To which Decade Objective(s) will your proposed Decade Programme contribute?

Objective 1: Identify required knowledge for sustainable development, and increase the capacity of ocean science to deliver needed ocean data and information

Objective 2: Build capacity and generate comprehensive knowledge and understanding of the ocean including human interactions, and interactions with the atmosphere, cryosphere and the land sea interface.

Objective 3: Increase the use of ocean knowledge and understanding, and develop capacity to contribute to sustainable development solutions.

* 33. How will your proposed Decade Programme contribute to the Decade Objective(s) selected?

Marine Life 2030 will establish a comprehensive and transformative set of actions to support Decade Objectives (DO):

DO1: Marine Life 2030 will greatly improve the scientific foundation necessary for sustainably managing living marine resources, exploring and characterizing biological, biodiversity, and ecological processes across expanded geographies and temporal resolution, from the surface to the seafloor, and from the coast to offshore by coordinating and standardizing observations, filling marine life knowledge gaps, and accelerating data discovery and use.

DO2: The programme will expand efforts to exchange capacity and knowledge about marine life and how humans interact with and depend on ocean ecosystems. A key goal of Marine Life 2030 is forecasting of ecosystem states and changes, impacts due to humans and climate, and forecasting impacts on society under different ocean ecosystem change scenarios.
DO3: The Programme will define guidelines for diversity, equity, and inclusion in Decade projects and activities. The actions will engage early career and other diverse groups, and assist scientists and policymakers from least developed countries (LDCs) and small island developing states (SIDS) to identify needs and existing knowledge, and implement best practices for sampling, data management, and knowledge application.

* 34. With respect to the Decade Objectives selected above, to which Decade Sub-Objective(s) will your proposed Decade Programme contribute?*

1.1: Provide the scientific basis for regular integrated assessments of the state of the ocean and identify priority gaps at different scales and in different geographies to frame efforts in exploration, observations and experimentation.

1.2: Promote new technology development and enhance access to technology to generate ocean data, information and knowledge.

1.3: Enhance and expand existing ocean observing systems across all ocean basins to deliver information on standardized essential ocean variables including social and economic, geological, physical, chemical, bathymetric, biological, ecological parameters, and observations on human interactions with the ocean.

1.4: Develop mechanisms that support community-led science initiatives and the recognition and inclusion of local and indigenous knowledge as a fundamental source of knowledge.

1.5: Undertake regular assessments of the state of ocean science capacity to identify and overcome barriers to generational, gender and geographic diversity, and promote sufficient and sustainable investment.

2.1: Generate a comprehensive inventory, mapping, and understanding of the role and function of ocean components including their human interactions and interactions with the atmosphere, cryosphere and the land sea interface.

2.2: Generate a comprehensive understanding of thresholds and tipping points for ocean components, including human interactions.

2.3: Innovate and expand the use of historical ocean knowledge to support sustainable development solutions.

2.4: Improve existing, and develop new generation ocean models for improved understanding of the past, current and future states of the ocean, including human interactions.

2.4: Improve prediction services and increase predictive capability for oceanic hazards or events including extreme weather and climate.

2.5: Expand cooperation in ocean-related education, training, capacity development and transfer of marine technology.

3.1: Broadly communicate and promote the role of ocean science for sustainable development across diverse stakeholder groups including through formal and information education and an expansion of ocean literacy approaches across stakeholder groups.

3.2: Develop interoperable, open access platforms and applications to share data, information and knowledge in a format that connects knowledge generators and users.
3.3: Undertake interdisciplinary, multi-stakeholder co-design and co-delivery of ocean solutions including policy, decision making, integrated ocean management frameworks, applications and services, and technology and innovation.

3.4: Expand and enhance spatial planning processes to contribute to sustainable development across regions and scales.

3.5: Expand and enhance inclusive and integrated management frameworks and tools, including nature-based solutions, to maintain ecosystem functioning, provide for adaptive processes under changing ocean conditions, and incorporate community values and needs.

3.6: Expand and enhance services, applications and management tools for building and mainstreaming preparedness and adaptive responses to multiple stressors and hazards.

3.7: Expand and enhance tools, applications and services that integrate and facilitate use of data, information, and knowledge on ocean-related natural capital including the social, cultural, environmental, and economic characteristics of the ocean.

* 35. How will your proposed Decade Programme contribute to the Decade sub-objectives selected?

Marine Life 2030 will co-develop a series of transformational actions that directly address several sub-objectives simultaneously. As listed in Question 33, the Programme addresses the three overarching Decade Objectives, including many of the sub-objectives.

* 36. Please check which of the following criteria are relevant to your proposed Decade Programme as far as they are relevant to your proposal:

Accelerate the generation or use of knowledge and understanding of the ocean, with a specific focus on knowledge that will contribute to the achievement of the SDGs and complementary policy frameworks and initiatives.

Is co-designed or co-delivered by knowledge generators and users, and does it facilitate the uptake of science and ocean knowledge for policy, decision making, management and/or innovation.

Ensure that all data and resulting knowledge in an open access, shared, discoverable manner and appropriately deposited in recognized data repositories consistent with the IOC Oceanographic Data Exchange Policy[1] or the relevant UN subordinate body data policy.

If you check this criteria, please provide in the question below details of where data will be deposited and where it exists, attach a data management plan.

See attached Supplementary Documentation

Strengthen existing or create new partnerships across nations and/or between diverse ocean actors, including users of ocean science.

Contribute toward capacity development, including, but not limited to, beneficiaries in Small Island Developing States, Least Developed Countries and Land-locked Developing Countries.
Overcome barriers to diversity and equity, including gender, generational, and geographic diversity.

Collaborate with and engage local and indigenous knowledge holders.

* 37. How will your proposed Decade Programme contribute to the Decade criteria?

All the criteria listed in Section 36 are relevant to the Marine Life 2030 Programme. The various sections of this proposal outlining Programme Objectives, Outcomes, Actions (projects and activities), and Theory of Change emphasize a strategy that aligns Marine Life 2030 with the vision and mission of the Ocean Decade. The actions will be transformational for our community and for how society uses knowledge about the ocean. They will be co-designed to help define ocean policy options that are visionary, focusing science on sustainable development and ocean stewardship. Marine Life 2030 will result in opening access to biological data by working with the IOC and other international bodies, but in particular by providing incentives and benefits to ocean observers. This includes the flexibility for data aggregators and the private sector to have sustainable business plans, while ensuring the knowledge is not beyond the access of those that need it the most. A data management plan submitted with this proposal outlines the technical aspects of how Marine Life 2030 seeks to manage information and knowledge.

The success of Marine Life 2030 is founded on partnerships, collaborations, and personal relationships between different groups. The activities of the Programme will lead to a deep change in the culture of how the scientific community develops relationships, conducts mentoring, and provides services to society. The Programme highlights equity, diversity and inclusion in every single aspect of each activity. The change will be part of every capacity exchange activity and effort, so that benefits extend fully to indigenous communities, SIDS, LDCs, Land-locked Developing Countries. In turn, the experience from these communities will benefit and inform science and other groups of civil society, as Marine Life 2030 seeks to enable a true capacity exchange process.

4. Communications

* 38. Please describe how you plan to communicate about your proposed Decade Programme including main target audiences and methods of communications.

Marine Life 2030 will develop a communications strategy in close coordination with the IOC’s Ocean Decade Coordination Unit, relevant Regional and Thematic Stakeholder Platforms, The Ocean Decade Alliance, and Implementing Partners. The strategy will involve professional facilitation to ensure coherence of the network of networks. The strategy will include several elements:

- Website, with a Content Management System to update news, events, resources, and links to products and applications. This includes a Quarterly Newsletter to highlight work of projects, with content mined from each Action (progress, events, resources, outcomes, opportunities, upcoming conferences)
- Funding and sponsorship opportunities, alerts
• Participation in the hybrid virtual / in-person Decade international and regional conference series
• Traditional community ambassadors, contact, and specific forums for knowledge exchange and contributions
• Participation using the Global Stakeholder Forum virtual platform
• Communication training (bootcamp)
• Capacity exchange activities: Workshops, Short Courses, Sessions at Professional Meetings, etc.
• Outreach Materials for Trade and News Media
• Contribution to the Decade evaluation process conducted by the Decade Coordination Unit, and reporting as appropriate to the Regular Process for Global Reporting and Assessment of the World Ocean Assessment, reporting on progress to achieve the SDGs, the Global Ocean Science Report, and other UN bodies
• Annual Report and other reporting as needed
• Early Career and other engagement actions, opportunities, news
• Represent Programme at Research, Education, Policy, and Stakeholder Conferences and Outreach Events (NGO, Government Agencies, Prof. Societies)

* 39. Have you developed a communications strategy or plan as part of your proposed Decade Programme? If so, please attach it as part of the supporting documentation.

No

40. If yes, please attach the communications documents requested.

5. Supporting Documentation

41. Please attach any relevant supporting documents to your submission that will aid in its evaluation e.g. project log frame, research proposal, high-level budget, data management plan, communications strategy, or letters of support.

    Supplemental Documentation (Data Management Plan)

* 42. Please confirm that you have completed your form submission:

I have completed my form submission.

Data Management Plan

Marine Life 2030 is a process of networking and community building to collect and share interoperable, fit-for-purpose data. All data collected through ML2030 will be shared with the UNESCO Ocean Biodiversity Information System (OBIS), the Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS), the UN Environment WCMC Ocean Data Viewer, and other platforms as requested.

Stakeholder-driven: Marine Life 2030 will collaborate with GEO Blue Planet and other user-oriented ocean data initiatives to work with stakeholders to co-develop a common strategy for how data can best be collected, curated, and distributed with an eye towards matching approaches to local culture, capacity, and need and will following best practices and with an emphasis on interoperability. This includes a focus on data description and formatting standards so that data are easily understood, electronically accessible and well organized, to allow researchers around the world to make use of the observations. We will use our existing close collaborations with the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC) and the Group on Earth Observations (GEO), and several of their programs to accomplish this. Specifically, we will engage the network in working with the Global Ocean Observing System and its various panels to refine the requirements for Essential Ocean Variables (EOVs), including the Bio-Eco panel and the complementary Deep Ocean Observing Strategy (DOOS) group. Further, we will engage the GEO BON Marine Biodiversity Observation Network (MBON) to continue to develop the community of practice. The IOC’s International Ocean Biodiversity Information System (OBIS) with distributed international nodes, and the independent Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF), will serve as networks to promote use of the flexible data archival schema called DarwinCore. DarwinCore has extensions for events including rich biological data and environmental observations (OBIS-ENV-DATA). Working with OBIS and GBIF, we will continue to promote use of metadata standards and documentation using the Ecological Metadata Language (EML).

A Network to Promote Best Practices: To guarantee the smooth and efficient of marine life data sharing ML 2030 will work to facilitate a convergence of standardized protocols for biological, biodiversity, and environmental observations across a global network of observing systems, and of wise policies for sustainable development, capacity exchange, and conservation of ecosystem benefits. The Programme will use and contribute significantly to the IOC’s Ocean Best Practices System. It will make significant progress in the incorporation of biological data into the Ocean Biodiversity Information System (OBIS). Requirements for integrating biology into the Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS) will be defined through a community of practice, building on efforts of the Marine Biodiversity Observation Network (MBON) and other partners, to realize the outcomes of the UN Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable Development.
Marine Life 2030 will itself not be a data manager or repository other than for data derived from evaluation assessments and analyses. All other data relevant to the network objectives will be retained and managed by relevant Programme participants and their institutions. The goal of Marine Life 2030 is to encourage use of best practices and convergence in data collection, formatting, curation, and management, to promote interoperability and dissemination through open global databases such as OBIS and GBIF. The points of contact will be listed in the Marine Life 2030 website for public reference. Information, technology, and capacity exchange will be a requirement for participants. Decisions on intellectual property resulting from collaborations will be in the hands of the collaborating organizations.

**Open Data:** As a network, a major goal of Marine Life 2030 will be to broaden the collection, use and open dissemination of biological and biodiversity data needed to address the overarching science and policy goals of a global society. Marine Life 2030 will foster a broader community that focuses on co-developing an international strategy for identifying the data needed for sustainable development goals and ensuring a culture of data best practices. The project will use emerging best techniques for networking and team communications to solidify the linkages between network elements and focus the energy of different groups on the goals of the overall Ocean Decade effort, on converging on specific language, and on a philosophy of sharing data and information required to advance the science about life in the sea.

**Monitoring Progress:** Network performance will be gathered through inputs from an Evaluation team, a Steering Committee, meetings, and workshops, analysed, and shared regularly with the UN Decade community.

A Capacity Exchange Working Group will assess data about the network characteristics and progress including success in linking communities, efficiencies of communication, numbers of early career and under-represented minority researchers engaged, publications generated as a result of network activities, and impact of public outreach and related Ocean Literacy campaigns.

**Coordinating with Existing Networks:** The Group on Earth Observations Biodiversity Observation Network (GEO BON) serves as a global network for integrating biodiversity and climate observations from around the world with the purpose of making readily available taxonomic and biological information for research scientists, policymakers, experts and managers. GEO BON is recognized by the Convention of Biological Diversity (CBD) and acts as the biodiversity branch of the Global Earth Observation System of Systems (GEOSS). We will engage with GEO BON’s network of scientific biodiversity experts, including MBON, to promote strategies for members of the network to disseminate results and observations. UNEP-WCMC is also a member of the “GEO BON Implementation Committee” and “GEO BON Advisory Board”. UNEP-WCMC is also co-leading the GEO BON Working Group on Biodiversity Indicators and this information will be readily available to this group.
While the deep ocean is under-observed, there are data products accessible through deep-ocean networks such as the Deep Ocean Observing Strategy and Deep Ocean Stewardship Initiative (DOSI); many of these data are not yet in OBIS but could contribute to Marine Life 2030 objectives and will be identified to the extent possible through engagement with DOOS and DOSI.

We will take full advantage of the GEO BON infrastructure, regional and International-OBIS, GBIF, UNEP-WCMC and others. These networks are part of the core Marine Life 2030 effort.

Any products deployed through the Marine Life 2030 website or websites of associated networks will be identified as related to this network of networks. Regional scientific assessments will be made jointly by members of relevant networks in terms of spatial maps of indices that combine multiple and multidisciplinary satellite data with genomic and other in situ observations.